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HFX’s SaaS Cloud Time & Attendance solutions
are configurable for any company size and any
sector. They make it easier for HR teams to manage
complex work patterns, including those involving
flexible and part-time hours.
Its software makes it quick and easy to create staff
schedules, and handles holiday, shift and time-off
requests too.

You can also use HFX’s solutions to capture
sickness and absence data, set up flexible working
arrangements for mobile workforces, and analyse
performance against KPIs.
HFX has over 80 clocking options from biometric
readers to mobile devices. It advanced connectivity
also means you can keep existing time recording
devices if you wish.

To find out more about HFX and our solutions please
email sales@hfx.co.uk or visit www.hfx.co.uk
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CIPHR Seamless Integration and Data Flows
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HFX’s solution suite fully integrates with CIPHR’s
core HR system, as well as payroll, access control
and other key business systems, so you have a
comprehensive picture of your workforce.

HFX has over 45 years’ experience in building
and delivering Time & Attendance and Flexitime
systems, and first introduced the concept of
flexible working to the UK in the 1970s.

CIPHR’s two-way integration with HFX’s solutions
means user accounts are automatically updated or
created when employee records are changed or
made in CIPHR. Absence records are stored in HFX
and brought into CIPHR for centralised reporting,
ensuring all records are correct in real-time.

With over 1,500 SMEs and Enterprise customers,
the HFX client mix is evenly distributed between
private and public sectors and includes some of
the country’s largest public-sector organisations.

To find out more about HFX and our solutions please
email sales@hfx.co.uk or visit www.hfx.co.uk

